Smooth,
in every sense.
The coat check noticed a small piece of
paper fall from the man’s chesterfield
as he dashed out the door. She unfurled
it and smiled, revealing a beautifully
penned thank-you note, addressed
“Dear Whiskey.” The moment bore
all the hallmarks of an encounter with
the elusive Benjamin Chapman. This
eponymous whiskey celebrates the
man’s refined lust for life with its hints of
biscotti, baked pineapple and cinnamon.
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TASTE PROFILE

DESIGN

Rich, golden color with pale straw hues as the
whiskey swirls in the glass. Aromas open with fresh cornbread,
smooth vanilla cream and butterscotch layered against baked
pineapple upside-down cake, biscotti and toasty almonds.

The diamond faceted bottle shape was selected in resemblance
to an intricate crystal tumbler often used for classic whiskey
cocktails. A prominently etched “BC” signature is located on
the bar top, similar to those signatures left behind on a hotel
receipt or reservation by Benjamin Chapman. The main label
shows subtle lines as a fashionable tweed suit of the 60’s era
would have.

AROMA

Delicate and soft on the entry, tropical notes from
the aromas are prominent on the velvety palate with baked
upside-down pineapple cake.

TASTE

The finish is warm and lasting, with flavors of
toasted oak spreading throughout.

FINISH

WHISKEY
Benjamin Chapman 4-Year Corn is fitted with a mash of 80%
Corn, 11% Rye and 9% Malt. Sourced and produced in the
United States, the water source for distillation is Kentucky
Limestone Water which imparts important minerals and acts
as a unique filter for the base liquid. The primary distillation
takes place in a column still with the subsequent distillation in
a continuous pot still that acts as a doubler to extract flavors.

Gold foil is used in many applications honoring traditional gold
cuff links and men’s jewelry that was often worn at the time.
A strand of intricately designed diamonds lay vertically over a
rich ruby red -- a color and design you might see on a silk tie.

NUMBERS
AGE

		

4-YEAR

ALCOHOL

45.0% ALC BY VOL

BOTTLE SIZE

750ML

		

$36.00

SRP

After distillation, the whiskey is then placed in bourbon
seasoned barrels that had been used to age bourbon for just
2 years from new barrels. The liquid is then aged for four
years in barrel, reaching the optimal amount of time for oak
influence. The result is a remarkably unique and smooth,
small-batch whiskey.

INSPIRATION
It is a mystery yet to be solved as to who Benjamin Chapman
was. From what is known, he was a fascinating man from
the classic 1960’s era with a refined preference for the finer
things. This whiskey, crafted in small batches with a legendary
smoothness, is akin to his lasting memory.
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